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' STAR.CAT_: ......... ........... ::'/:_= :: :: _: ...... : :_::::::the Space Telescope ARchive an-d-CATMogue user interface has been along
for a number of years already. During this time it has been enhanced and augmented in a
number of different field. This time, We would like to dwell on a new capability allowing
geographically distributed user interfaces to connect to-geographically distributed data
servers. This new concept permits users anywhere on the internet running STAR.CAT
on their local hardware to access e.g., whichever of the 3 existing HST archive site is
available, or get information on the CFItT archive through a transparent connection to
the CADC in BC or to get the La Silla weather by connecting to the ESO database in
Munich during the same session. Similarly PreView (or quick look) images and spectra
will also flow directly to the user from wherever it is available. Moving towards an "X"-
based STARCAT is another goal being pursued: a graphic/image server and a help/doc
server are currently being added to it. They should further enhance the user independence
and access transparency.
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